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Motivation: Information loss and infall

General Relativity mandates black holes

Evaporation of Unruh vacuum from horizon leads to 
violation of unitarity - information loss

of a slice results in a stretching of the connector region straddling the horizon and this

creates the Hawking-pair. For details of this process see [15, 29]. We use the letters B and

C to denote outside and inside Hawking quanta respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Two subsequent “nice slices” that smoothly intersect initial infalling matter (yellow),
newly created Hawking-pairs (blue and red) at the horizon and early Hawking radiation (orange).
(b) Hawking-pair creation at the horizon (dashed line) on two subsequent nice slices su�ciently far
away from the singularity (zigzag line) in order to avoid large curvatures. On slice S1 the outgoing
member of the pair created at the horizon is labelled “B1” and its ingoing partner is labelled “C1”.
On slice S2 the pair B1C1 has moved away from the horizon in opposite directions and a new pair
“B2” and “C2” is created. When not needed, we omit the subscripts which indicate the slice on
which they were created.

The pair created at the horizon is like an EPR pair. While the infalling member

of the pair might be “caught” by the initial matter, it is well known that the EPR pair

cannot be used to communicate information. In similar vein, the information of the initial

matter D cannot be carried away by the outgoing member of the Hawking-pair. We give

a more technical account of this phenomenon when rephrasing the Hawking process in the

language of qubit models.

We use the notation ABCD for the general study of quantum mechanical evapora-

tion via qubit models and the conditions of unitarity without referring to a horizon. To

make contact with Hawking evaporation we introduce ficticious “pairs” BC that allow us

to deform the unitary evaporation process into the Hawking process and phrase, in the

qubit framework, the exact statement for the break-down of unitarity. We argue that for

evaporation to be unitary, B has to carry away information of D at every step of the

evaporation. For typical states (defined as states where each small subsystem is almost

maximally entangled with the rest) at no point can the BC system be in a pure state. For

atypical states, while the BC system may be in a pure state, it cannot be in a predeter-

mined state independent of D. In the context of black holes this means that the state at

the horizon can never be the Unruh vacuum state.

We now state the conditions required for unitary evaporation which our analysis is

based on. Regardless of the details of evaporation, there are at least four necessary condi-

tions for unitarity of black hole evaporation:
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Black holes have unique state at the horizon - 
Unruh vacuum

Small deviations from Unruh vacuum do not restore 
unitarity [Mathur, Avery, Avery-BDC-Puhm]

Inverting Mathur’s argument and putting it in infalling 
frame argued against black hole complementarity 
[AMPS]



Motivation: Requirements for free infall

The state at the horizon has to be the Unruh vacuum

Near horizon geometry Rindler. Falling through requires another 
Rindler maximally entangled with first and together in Minkowski 
vacuum

Evaporation maintaining this leads to mixed state [Hawking, Mathur]

Some non-local models claim inside is made from radiation degrees of 
freedom thus restoring entanglement [Papadodimas-Raju]

Even so the full state one gets from above models is not the Unruh 
vacuum [Bousso, BDC]

Counter claim no matter what the entangled state, it will 
be defined to be the vacuum [Papadodimas-Raju]

ER=EPR models say the state does not matter as long as there is 
entanglement. [Maldacena-Susskind]



Motivation: Eternal AdS Black Holes

Many of these ideas based on Maldacena’s proposal

Eternal AdS is dual to two non-
interacting CFTs in TFD state

|BHi = 1p
Z

X
e�E/2T |EiL ⌦ |EiR

This has led to two kinds of claims
1. Radiation is like the other CFT but on a 
system with arbitrary dynamics and not 
TFD state - no free fall. [Avery-BDC]

2. Radiation is like the other CFT and 
irrespective of the full state gives free 
infall. [Papadodimas-Raju, Maldacena-Susskind]

CFT



Motivation: Putting in the observer

Observer and observation should be included in the theory using 
decoherence ideas. [BDC-Puhm]

We will put the observers in the eternal AdS and the dual CFT 

What do we want to test?

The forward wedge is common so she can 
meet her cousin, a creature on the other CFT 
there. Do both CFTs capture the amplitude for 
this process?

Two decoupled CFTs on spheres have a 
forward wedge where Alice, a creature on one 
CFT, can go. [Marolf-Wall, Maldacena-Susskind]



Plan

1. Bell measurements

2. Infall as a Bell measurement

3. Infall into topological black holes/ dual process in CFT

4. Infall into eternal AdS black holes/ dual process in CFT



Bell Measurements

Claim: Infalling observer does Bell measurements, accelerating one does non-
Bell measurements

Take a basis of maximally entangled two qubit system

2 Bell measurements and the inertial observer

2.1 Bell states and Bell measurements

Let us consider a system of two qubits. The following four orthogonal states are called Bell

states

|'1i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|0i+ |1̂i|1i

�
,

|'2i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|0i � |1̂i|1i

�
,

|'3i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|1i+ |1̂i|0i

�
,

|'4i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|1i � |1̂i|0i

�
,

(2.1)

where we denote states and operators of one qubit by hatted quantities and the other by

unhatted ones. The |0̂i and |1̂i are eigenstates of �̂z and similarly |0i and |1i are eigenstates
of �z.

The reduced density matrix of the hatted and the unhatted systems for all four states

are

⇢̂ =
1

2
(|0̂ih0̂|+ |1̂ih1̂|), ⇢ =

1

2
(|0ih0|+ |1ih1|) (2.2)

which means that Bob with access to only one of the systems (i.e. with access to operators

Î ⌦ �x, Î ⌦ �y and Î ⌦ �z) will get identical response from all four states and will be

unable to distinguish between them. This does not, however, mean that the four states

are indistinguishable. These states are eigenstates of the operators �̂x ⌦ �x, �̂y ⌦ �y and

�̂z ⌦ �z. The eignevalues are shown in table ??.

state �̂x ⌦ �x �̂y ⌦ �y �̂z ⌦ �z

|'1i +1 -1 +1

|'2i -1 +1 +1

|'3i +1 +1 -1

|'4i -1 -1 -1

Thinking of the qubits as spin-1/2 systems we see that the first three states are the middle

components of a triplet in directions y,x and z respectively. The fourth is the singlet. Thus,

an observer, Alice, can distinguish between the four states by measuring the expectation

value of any of the two operators, say �̂x⌦�x and �̂z⌦�z. This is called a Bell measurement.

During a non-Bell measurement measuring the state of one qubit changes the density

matrix of the other one. For example let us take the fourth state, which is a singlet and

say Alice performs a measurement in direction x. If she finds the spin to be +1/2 then

the other spin is in the state �1/2 and vice versa. Thus the other systems density matrix

went from maximally mixed to being pure. This seem like a non-local action but this is
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Reduced density matrix of each is the same
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Bob with access to only one system
will get identical results on all 4 states



Bell Measurements

Bell states are eigenstates of
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Alice with access to both systems can distinguish between the four states

This is called a Bell measurement and is useful in quantum teleportation and 
quantum dense coding.



Figure 1. An accelerating observer is confined to the right wedge and can thus not receive any
signals from the left wedge.

and constitute a complete basis for k 2 [0,1). The Rindler modes are solutions of

i@uR(L)��,R(L) = ���,R(L) and are given by

��,R =
1p
4⇡�

e�i�uR✓(�U) =
1p
4⇡�

✓(�U)(�aU)i�/a (2.7)

��,L =
1p
4⇡�

e�i�uL✓(U) =
1p
4⇡�

✓(U)(aU)�i�/a. (2.8)

We associate annihilation and creation operators b�,R(L) and b†�,R(L) with the above modes

in the usual way. We can construct a third complete set ({��,M},� 2 (�1,1)) which are

eigenmodes of U@U and built only from positive energy Minkowski modes

��,M =

Z 1

0
dk

1p
2⇡k

(k/a)�i�/a�k(U). (2.9)

We associate annihilation and creation operators a�, a
†
� with these in the usual way. Eval-

uating the integral gives

��,M =
1p
8⇡2a

�(�i�/a)
h
✓(�U)(�aU)i�/ae⇡�/(2a) + ✓(U)(aU)i�/ae�⇡�/(2a)

i

=

8
<

:

�(�i�/a)p
2⇡a/�

[e⇡�/(2a)��,R + e�⇡�/(2a)�⇤
�,L] � > 0

�(�i�/a)p
�2⇡a/�

[e⇡�/(2a)�⇤
��,R + e�⇡�/(2a)���,L] � < 0

(2.10)

[| BDC: The first line should not have just 1p
8⇡2

. The error propagates and is

there in the final expression for ↵�. If the latter is correct, should there be a

change in the expression for ↵�,k then?] from which we can read of the Bogolubov

transformations relating the annihilation and creation operators associated with the Rindler

modes ��,R(L) and those associated with the unconventional Minkowski modes ��,M

b�,R = cosh ✓�a� + sinh ✓�a
†
�� (2.11)

b�,L = cosh ✓�a� + sinh ✓�a
†
�� (2.12)
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What has this got to do with infall?

Consider massless scalar fields in Minkowski spacetime. [Parentani]

For lightlike coordinate u,v eqn. of motion gives

the usual EPR “paradox”. However, we know this cannot be used for communication by

Alice and if we look at the full system of Alice and the singlet and do not project to the

state of Alice seeing the spin up (or down) then the density matrix of the other system

does not change. We do not want to discuss the philosophical implications of this here but

simply note that if we evolve the system+observer quantum mechanically the state of the

other system does not change but if we project onto a state of the observer then the state

of the other system does change.

In principle, Alice can identify the state handed to her to be one of the four Bell states

in two di↵erent ways. Either the two spins may be separated (like in the EPR experiment)

and Alice can do a non-local measurement or she can bring the two spins together and

perform a local measurement. In practice the former is hard to perform but in theory both

ways are possible.

2.2 Rindler and Minkwoski spacetimes

Minkowski vacuum appears to be thermal to an observer moving with constant accelera-

tion [1–4]. Here we will review how Minkowski spacetime is can be viewed as entangled

Rindler spacetimes. The accelerated observer has access to only one spacetime. In inter-

acting with the same he can only make non-Bell measurements. An inertial observer, on

the other hand, interact with the full system and performs Bell-measurements. We review

the details of Rindlerization in appendix A but review the relevant results here briefly.

Later we will comment more on how accelerating observer perform non-Bell measurements

but inertial observers perform Bell-measurements.

An observer moving with constant acceleration can only receive signals from a certain

region of spacetime and can only send signals to a certain region of spacetime. This

divides spacetime into four quadrants with null boundaries. This is shown in figure 5.

The accelerating observer and his causal development are confined to the right wedge. The

larger the acceleration, the closer the trajectory is to the Rindler horizon (the left boundary

of the right wedge) and the larger is the temperature seen by the detector. We define null

Minkowski coordinate

U = t� x, V = t+ x (2.3)

and null Rindler coordinates

uR = �✓(�U)
1

a
ln(�aU), uL = ✓(U)

1

a
ln(aU) (2.4)

vR = ✓(V )
1

a
ln(aV ), vL = �✓(�V )

1

a
ln(�aV ). (2.5)

where a can be thought of a scale to correct the dimensions formally or as the acceleration

of the observer.

For simplicity we consider massless fields which satisfy @u@v� = 0 for any set of null

coordinates u, v. The solutions are of the form � = �(u) + �(v). Thus we may restrict

attention to the U, u part only with the V, v part being identical.

The usual Minkowski modes are solutions of i@U�k = k�k and are given by

�k(U) =
1p
4⇡k

e�ikU . (2.6)
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Consider only left movers

the usual EPR “paradox”. However, we know this cannot be used for communication by
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Figure 1. An accelerating observer is confined to the right wedge and can thus not receive any
signals from the left wedge.

and constitute a complete basis for k 2 [0,1). The Rindler modes are solutions of

i@uR(L)��,R(L) = ���,R(L) and are given by

��,R =
1p
4⇡�

e�i�uR✓(�U) =
1p
4⇡�

✓(�U)(�aU)i�/a (2.7)

��,L =
1p
4⇡�

e�i�uL✓(U) =
1p
4⇡�

✓(U)(aU)�i�/a. (2.8)

We associate annihilation and creation operators b�,R(L) and b†�,R(L) with the above modes

in the usual way. We can construct a third complete set ({��,M},� 2 (�1,1)) which are

eigenmodes of U@U and built only from positive energy Minkowski modes

��,M =

Z 1

0
dk

1p
2⇡k

(k/a)�i�/a�k(U). (2.9)

We associate annihilation and creation operators a�, a
†
� with these in the usual way. Eval-

uating the integral gives
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[e⇡�/(2a)�⇤
��,R + e�⇡�/(2a)���,L] � < 0

(2.10)

[| BDC: The first line should not have just 1p
8⇡2

. The error propagates and is

there in the final expression for ↵�. If the latter is correct, should there be a

change in the expression for ↵�,k then?] from which we can read of the Bogolubov

transformations relating the annihilation and creation operators associated with the Rindler

modes ��,R(L) and those associated with the unconventional Minkowski modes ��,M

b�,R = cosh ✓�a� + sinh ✓�a
†
�� (2.11)

b�,L = cosh ✓�a� + sinh ✓�a
†
�� (2.12)
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with � > 0 and tanh ✓� = e�⇡�/a. Then the relation between Minkowski vacuum and

Rindler vacuua is

|0M i =
Y

�

etanh ✓�b
†
�,Rb†�,L |0Ri|)Li. (2.13)

The advantage of diagonal Bogolubov transformations is that we can consider the problem

mode by mode and then each mode is a harmonic oscillator. Focussing on just such a pair

of harmonic oscillators we see

|0M,�i =
X

tanhn ✓� |n�,Ri|n�,Li. (2.14)

Note that if we consider the high temperature limit and restrict to fermionic modes then

the above truncates to

|0M,�i =
1p
2
(|0�,Ri|0�,Li+ |1�,Ri|1�,Li). (2.15)

and we can simplify our analysis by just talking about qubits.

2.3 Inertial observers and Bell measurements

Now we are in a position to state one of the claims of this paper – inertial observers

perform Bell measurements on both Rindler wedges when they fall through the horizon but

accelerating observer only perform non-Bell measurements on half the total system. It is

easy to see the latter part of the statement so let us focus on it first. The accelerating

observer has access only to the right Rindler wedge so they he measure the state of the

modes in the left wedge as shown in figure 5a. This e↵ectively traces over the left wedge.

Any deviation of the full state confined to the left wedge leave the density matrix of the

right wedge unchanged and cannot be detected by the accelerating observer. This is the

same as operators Î ⌦�x, Î ⌦�y and Î ⌦�z not being able to distinguish between the Bell

states (2.1). Thus, we claim that accelerating observers perform a non Bell measurement

on the full state. In fact, just like non-Bell measurements project the entangled state into

a non-entangled one, thus changing the original state in the process, accelerating detectors

lead to destruction of coherences across the horizon leading to the final state being di↵erent

from the Minkowski vacuum [2, 3].

However, one may ask that while Rindler observers sees a very hot horizon, why

doesn’t an inertial observer falling through it burn? One answer is that the full state is

the Minkowski vacuum. However, this is not very illuminating since it doesn’t shed light

on the puzzle. This was discussed in [5] and the point is that an inertial observer passes

from the from the right wedge and into the future wedge. Thus they have access to both

the modes as shown in figure 5. In the process her detector interacts with the field in both

wedges and while the Rindler modes of the right wedge are indeed very hot at the horizon,

the Rindler modes of the left cancel the e↵ect and the detector does not click. Thus by

doing a joint measurement on both modes the inertial observer measures the true state of

the system which happens in this case to be the Minkowski vacuum and she does not burn.

All this can alternately be phrased as the Rindler excitations being vacuum fluctua-

tions. An inertial detector does not click because of such fluctuations but and accelerating
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accelerating observer only perform non-Bell measurements on half the total system. It is

easy to see the latter part of the statement so let us focus on it first. The accelerating

observer has access only to the right Rindler wedge so they he measure the state of the

modes in the left wedge as shown in figure 5a. This e↵ectively traces over the left wedge.

Any deviation of the full state confined to the left wedge leave the density matrix of the

right wedge unchanged and cannot be detected by the accelerating observer. This is the

same as operators Î ⌦�x, Î ⌦�y and Î ⌦�z not being able to distinguish between the Bell

states (2.1). Thus, we claim that accelerating observers perform a non Bell measurement

on the full state. In fact, just like non-Bell measurements project the entangled state into

a non-entangled one, thus changing the original state in the process, accelerating detectors

lead to destruction of coherences across the horizon leading to the final state being di↵erent

from the Minkowski vacuum [2, 3].

However, one may ask that while Rindler observers sees a very hot horizon, why

doesn’t an inertial observer falling through it burn? One answer is that the full state is

the Minkowski vacuum. However, this is not very illuminating since it doesn’t shed light

on the puzzle. This was discussed in [5] and the point is that an inertial observer passes

from the from the right wedge and into the future wedge. Thus they have access to both

the modes as shown in figure 5. In the process her detector interacts with the field in both
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What has this got to do with infall?



Minkowski vacuum may be thought of as qubits mode by mode for our purpose
For a left moving wavepacket interaction with right moving modes

Accelerated wavepacket has access only to half the right moving modes (one 
qubit)

(a) (b)

Figure 2. An accelerating observer only intersects the modes of the right wedge so can only do
non-Bell measurements. These do not measure the actual state of the system but instead collapse
the system into a di↵erent state. An inertial observer on the other hand intersects both modes and
thus can perform a Bell measurement to verify that the full state is the Minkowski vacuum.

wedges and while the Rindler modes of the right wedge are indeed very hot at the horizon,

the Rindler modes of the left cancel the e↵ect and the detector does not click. Thus by

doing a joint measurement on both modes the inertial observer measures the true state of

the system which happens in this case to be the Minkowski vacuum and she does not burn.

All this can alternately be phrased as the Rindler excitations being vacuum fluctua-

tions. An inertial detector does not click because of such fluctuations but and accelerating

detector catches only a part of the fluctuation and sees them as real particles. One can

also ask what happens if the inertial observer turns her detector on and o↵ within the right

wedge. In this case the detector of the inertial observer also clicks but that is picking up

vacuum fluctuations [5].

Thus we see that the motion of the inertial observer can know which of the entangled

states the full system is in but the motion of an accelerating observer cannot. In other words

an inertial observer performs a Bell measurement but an accelerating observer performs

measurements only on one subsystem. In the process the inertial observer does not alter

the original state but an accelerating observer does.

An important point to mention here is that we want to view the observer as part of the

system so that we can understand all this in the AdS CFT context. A simple way to do this

would be to consider the observer as a left moving wave packet which interacts with right

moving modes. A lack of interaction with the latter is equivalent to the statement that the

system is in the vacuum state. However, a point worthy of mention is that creating a left

moving wave packet cannot be confined to the right wedge. The reason is the following. It

is easy to see that

a†�|0M i = 1

cosh ✓�
b†�,R|0M i = sinh ✓�

cosh2 ✓�
b�,L|0M i (2.16)
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A surprise

Alice is a right moving wavepacket trying to see if left movers in vacuum
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Figure 2. An accelerating observer only intersects the modes of the right wedge so can only do
non-Bell measurements. These do not measure the actual state of the system but instead collapse
the system into a di↵erent state. An inertial observer on the other hand intersects both modes and
thus can perform a Bell measurement to verify that the full state is the Minkowski vacuum.
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Creating a null right moving Alice in the right wedge

Has a state dependent effect on the left wedge

so if we create a right Rindler mode, it is equivalent to creating a Right Minkowski mode

or equivalently as annihilating a left Rindler mode upto overall constants [2]. Further, if

we create a Right rindler particle and then trace over the right wedge, the density matrix

of the left system is

⇢�,L =
1X

n=0

tanhn ✓(n+ 1)|nLihnL| (2.17)

which is not thermal. Thus creating an observer in the right wedge modifies the density

matrix in the left. This naively looks surprising till we realize that if we couple a source to

the right wedge to drop in an observer then we get an amplitude for the process. If we trace

over the source plus the right wedge system which coupled according to unitary evolution

of quantum mechanics then the left density matrix does not change. However, the act of

projecting to the state where the observer has been introduced changes the left density

matrix. This is no di↵erent from observing one member of an EPR pair “collapsing” the

wave function and changing the density matrix of the other member. However, as long as

the observer is left moving and is measuring right moving modes, the act of adding the

observer doesn’t change the state. Even if the observer is massive, we can think of the

observer being made of UV modes and measuring the state in the IR modes so that the

presence of the observer does not change the state of what is being measured.

3 Infalling observers in AdS/CFT

3.1 Infalling observer in global AdS

Rindler AdS/CFT or topological black holes

Global AdSd+1 space can be Rindlerized and this results in topological black holes [6–8].

The Carter-Penrose diagram of the same is shown in figure 3 for the case of AdS3. These

“black holes” have horizons but not a singularity as is evident from the Carter-Penrose

diagram. The metric of global AdSd+1 is

ds2 = �(1 + ⇢2)d⌧2 +
d⇢2

1 + ⇢2
+ ⇢2d⌦2

d�1 (3.1)

Near the boundary the metric becomes

ds2 ! d⇢2

⇢2
+ ⇢2(�d⌧2 + d⌦2). (3.2)

According to AdS/CFT duality, the dual CFT is defined on a background geometry that

is conformally related to the geometry at the boundary of the AdS space. The constant ⇢

surface for large ⇢ is of the form R⇥ Sd�1 and thus the dual CFT is defined R⇥ Sd�1.
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But this is no different from the collapse of wavefunction in EPR paradox

Unitary evolution does not change the left density matrix but projection does

for invertibility of the map from the initial to the final state. We will see that the proposed

resolutions that we discuss, end up making the horizon smooth at the cost of unitarity.

The proofs of Mathur [4], Avery [18] and AMPS [5] only address the first issue above

and boil down to using strong subadditivity on three systems. Following the notation of

these three papers they are A – the early radiation, B – the outgoing hawking quantum and

C – the infalling hawking quantum. We will not repeat the proofs here but the punch line

of the argument forwarded by AMPS is that purity of the final state implies the horizon

cannot be pure after Page time

SAB < SA ) SBC 6= 0 8 t > tPage . (4.1)

In particular, this implies the horizon cannot be in the Unruh vacuum which is pure

SBC 6= 0 ) |BCi 6= |'1i . (4.2)

where recall that in the qubit models |'1i is the Unruh vacuum (2.2). A lot of responses to

AMPS have focussed on finding a way to make the BC system pure in such a way that B

is maximally entangled with C. The problem with this approach is that the Unruh vacuum

is not the only state with this property.8 In particular this property is shared by all the

four Bell states (2.5) and only one of them, |'1i, plays the role of the Unruh vacuum (2.2).

The others are an order one deviation and cannot allow free infall. More explicitly,

SBC = 0 6) |BCi = |'1i . (4.3)

In fact, the most general two qubit state with SBC = 0 and with B and C maximally

entangled is of the form

|⌘✓,�,�i = 1p
2

"✓
cos

⇣✓
2

⌘
|0̂i+ ei� sin

⇣✓
2

⌘
|1̂i

◆
)|0i+ei�

✓
sin

⇣✓
2

⌘
|0̂i � ei� cos

⇣✓
2

⌘
|1̂i

◆
|1i

#

(4.4)

where 0  ✓  ⇡, 0  �,� < 2⇡. We will refer to these as generalized Bell pairs. The

fact that SBC = 0 does not imply that |BCi = |'1i and instead only implies that |BCi is
one of the generalized Bell pairs (4.4) will be the central theme in the problems with the

models we discuss below.9

Model 1 - Distillable entanglement model

In [10] Susskind explains that if we take a Hilbert space of size 2n and divide it into system

A of size 2m and B of size 2n�m, any typical state | i on A [B may be written as

| i = UA ⌦ UB

 |0Ai|0Bi+ |1Ai|1Bip
2

�Min(m,n�m)

(4.5)

8We thank Steve Avery for helpful discussions on this point.
9Note it is not correct to define the hatted qubits so that |BCi = 1p

2
(|0̂0i + |1̂1i) qubit pair by qubit

pair. This is because the Unruh vacuum is defined by the physics of infall which fixes the definition once

and for all.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. An accelerating observer only intersects the modes of the right wedge so can only do
non-Bell measurements. These do not measure the actual state of the system but instead collapse
the system into a di↵erent state. An inertial observer on the other hand intersects both modes and
thus can perform a Bell measurement to verify that the full state is the Minkowski vacuum.

wedges and while the Rindler modes of the right wedge are indeed very hot at the horizon,

the Rindler modes of the left cancel the e↵ect and the detector does not click. Thus by

doing a joint measurement on both modes the inertial observer measures the true state of

the system which happens in this case to be the Minkowski vacuum and she does not burn.

All this can alternately be phrased as the Rindler excitations being vacuum fluctua-

tions. An inertial detector does not click because of such fluctuations but and accelerating

detector catches only a part of the fluctuation and sees them as real particles. One can

also ask what happens if the inertial observer turns her detector on and o↵ within the right

wedge. In this case the detector of the inertial observer also clicks but that is picking up

vacuum fluctuations [5].

Thus we see that the motion of the inertial observer can know which of the entangled

states the full system is in but the motion of an accelerating observer cannot. In other words

an inertial observer performs a Bell measurement but an accelerating observer performs

measurements only on one subsystem. In the process the inertial observer does not alter

the original state but an accelerating observer does.

An important point to mention here is that we want to view the observer as part of the

system so that we can understand all this in the AdS CFT context. A simple way to do this

would be to consider the observer as a left moving wave packet which interacts with right

moving modes. A lack of interaction with the latter is equivalent to the statement that the

system is in the vacuum state. However, a point worthy of mention is that creating a left

moving wave packet cannot be confined to the right wedge. The reason is the following. It

is easy to see that

a†�|0M i = 1

cosh ✓�
b†�,R|0M i = sinh ✓�

cosh2 ✓�
b�,L|0M i (2.16)
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In fact [Unruh-Wald, Unruh]



Firewalls

Minkowski vacuum in terms of Rindler modes

with � > 0 and tanh ✓� = e�⇡�/a. Then the relation between Minkowski vacuum and

Rindler vacuua is

|0M i =
Y

�

etanh ✓�b
†
�,Rb†�,L |0Ri|)Li. (2.13)

The advantage of diagonal Bogolubov transformations is that we can consider the problem

mode by mode and then each mode is a harmonic oscillator. Focussing on just such a pair

of harmonic oscillators we see

|0M,�i =
X

tanhn ✓� |n�,Ri|n�,Li. (2.14)

Note that if we consider the high temperature limit and restrict to fermionic modes then

the above truncates to

|0M,�i =
1p
2
(|0�,Ri|0�,Li+ |1�,Ri|1�,Li). (2.15)

and we can simplify our analysis by just talking about qubits.

2.3 Inertial observers and Bell measurements

Now we are in a position to state one of the claims of this paper – inertial observers

perform Bell measurements on both Rindler wedges when they fall through the horizon but

accelerating observer only perform non-Bell measurements on half the total system. It is

easy to see the latter part of the statement so let us focus on it first. The accelerating

observer has access only to the right Rindler wedge so they he measure the state of the

modes in the left wedge as shown in figure 5a. This e↵ectively traces over the left wedge.

Any deviation of the full state confined to the left wedge leave the density matrix of the

right wedge unchanged and cannot be detected by the accelerating observer. This is the

same as operators Î ⌦�x, Î ⌦�y and Î ⌦�z not being able to distinguish between the Bell

states (2.1). Thus, we claim that accelerating observers perform a non Bell measurement

on the full state. In fact, just like non-Bell measurements project the entangled state into

a non-entangled one, thus changing the original state in the process, accelerating detectors

lead to destruction of coherences across the horizon leading to the final state being di↵erent

from the Minkowski vacuum [2, 3].

However, one may ask that while Rindler observers sees a very hot horizon, why

doesn’t an inertial observer falling through it burn? One answer is that the full state is

the Minkowski vacuum. However, this is not very illuminating since it doesn’t shed light

on the puzzle. This was discussed in [5] and the point is that an inertial observer passes

from the from the right wedge and into the future wedge. Thus they have access to both

the modes as shown in figure 5. In the process her detector interacts with the field in both

wedges and while the Rindler modes of the right wedge are indeed very hot at the horizon,

the Rindler modes of the left cancel the e↵ect and the detector does not click. Thus by

doing a joint measurement on both modes the inertial observer measures the true state of

the system which happens in this case to be the Minkowski vacuum and she does not burn.

All this can alternately be phrased as the Rindler excitations being vacuum fluctua-

tions. An inertial detector does not click because of such fluctuations but and accelerating
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2 Bell measurements and the inertial observer

2.1 Bell states and Bell measurements

Let us consider a system of two qubits. The following four orthogonal states are called Bell

states

|'1i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|0i+ |1̂i|1i

�
,

|'2i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|0i � |1̂i|1i

�
,

|'3i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|1i+ |1̂i|0i

�
,

|'4i :=
1p
2

�
|0̂i|1i � |1̂i|0i

�
,

(2.1)

where we denote states and operators of one qubit by hatted quantities and the other by

unhatted ones. The |0̂i and |1̂i are eigenstates of �̂z and similarly |0i and |1i are eigenstates
of �z.

The reduced density matrix of the hatted and the unhatted systems for all four states

are

⇢̂ =
1

2
(|0̂ih0̂|+ |1̂ih1̂|), ⇢ =

1

2
(|0ih0|+ |1ih1|) (2.2)

which means that Bob with access to only one of the systems (i.e. with access to operators

Î ⌦ �x, Î ⌦ �y and Î ⌦ �z) will get identical response from all four states and will be

unable to distinguish between them. This does not, however, mean that the four states

are indistinguishable. These states are eigenstates of the operators �̂x ⌦ �x, �̂y ⌦ �y and

�̂z ⌦ �z. The eignevalues are shown in table ??.

state �̂x ⌦ �x �̂y ⌦ �y �̂z ⌦ �z

|'1i +1 -1 +1

|'2i -1 +1 +1

|'3i +1 +1 -1

|'4i -1 -1 -1

Thinking of the qubits as spin-1/2 systems we see that the first three states are the middle

components of a triplet in directions y,x and z respectively. The fourth is the singlet. Thus,

an observer, Alice, can distinguish between the four states by measuring the expectation

value of any of the two operators, say �̂x⌦�x and �̂z⌦�z. This is called a Bell measurement.

During a non-Bell measurement measuring the state of one qubit changes the density

matrix of the other one. For example let us take the fourth state, which is a singlet and

say Alice performs a measurement in direction x. If she finds the spin to be +1/2 then

the other spin is in the state �1/2 and vice versa. Thus the other systems density matrix

went from maximally mixed to being pure. This seem like a non-local action but this is
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leave the density matrix invariant

so non-Bell measurements (staying outside horizon) show no difference

but Bell measurements (falling into horizon) shows difference



AdS Rindler spacetime/ topological black hole

Consider global AdS

so if we create a right Rindler mode, it is equivalent to creating a Right Minkowski mode

or equivalently as annihilating a left Rindler mode upto overall constants [2]. Further, if

we create a Right rindler particle and then trace over the right wedge, the density matrix

of the left system is

⇢�,L =
1X

n=0

tanhn ✓(n+ 1)|nLihnL| (2.17)

which is not thermal. Thus creating an observer in the right wedge modifies the density

matrix in the left. This naively looks surprising till we realize that if we couple a source to

the right wedge to drop in an observer then we get an amplitude for the process. If we trace

over the source plus the right wedge system which coupled according to unitary evolution

of quantum mechanics then the left density matrix does not change. However, the act of

projecting to the state where the observer has been introduced changes the left density

matrix. This is no di↵erent from observing one member of an EPR pair “collapsing” the

wave function and changing the density matrix of the other member. However, as long as

the observer is left moving and is measuring right moving modes, the act of adding the

observer doesn’t change the state. Even if the observer is massive, we can think of the
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This can be Rindlerized by the transformation

Figure 3. One can “Rindlerize” Global AdS by considering accelerating observers. The left and
right Rindler wedges are also known as topological black holes. The CFT dual to these wedges are
hyperbolic CFTs.

The global coordinates ⌧, ⇢ and  , can be expressed in terms of Rindler-AdS coordi-

nates, t, ⇠ and �, as

⇢2 = ⇠2
cosh(2�) + cosh(2t)

2
+ sinh2(�) (3.3)

tan =

p
⇠2 + 1 sinh(�)

⇠ cosh(t)
(3.4)

tan ⌧ =
⇠ sinh(t)p

⇠2 + 1 cosh(�)
(3.5)

where  is the polar angle on Sd�1. In terms of these coordinates the metric is

ds2 = �⇠2dt2 + d⇠2

1 + ⇠2
+ (1 + ⇠2)
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d�2 + sinh2(�)d⌦2
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⇤
. (3.6)

Near the boundary the metric becomes

ds2 ! d⇠2

⇠2
+ ⇠2

⇥
�dt2 + d�2 + sinh2(�)d⌦2

d�2

⇤
. (3.7)

The constant ⇠ surfaces are of the form R ⇥ Hd�1 and the dual CFT is thus hyperbolic

being defined on R⇥Hd�1. Note that there is a horizon at ⇠ = 0 and the set of coordinates

covers only one of the AdS-Rindler wedges shown in figure 3.

We will be interested in creating an excitation in the CFT and comparing its evolution

in the bulk while passing through the horizon of the topological black hole. This excitation

will be the observer whose infall we are interested in. However, the above discussion seems

to be showing an ambiguity about which CFT we create the excitation in. Should we create

excitations in hyperbolic CFT on constant ⇠ or in the global CFT on constant ⇢? There is

in fact no ambiguity as we will now see. [| BDC: I am not so sure of this anymore.
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Global AdS is a cylinder 

Rindler coordinates cover the inside of a wedge



(Non-) Bell measurements in bulk

There is a Rindler horizon in the bulk 

Observers staying outside perform non-Bell measurement

Observers falling in perform Bell measurement 

Since this is AdS/CFT what is the CFT version of this?



Bell measurements in CFT

The boundary of global AdSd+1 is R x Sd-1 so CFT lives on a sphere x time

Bulk horizons intersect the boundary to form causal diamonds

Bell measurement (infall) in bulk corresponds to two point function in CFT with 
one point in and one out of the relevant diamond [Lunin-Mathur]



Non-Bell measurements in CFT?

Observer should stay within the 
Rindler wedge

On boundary should correspond to 
the second point in a two point 
function not making it out

If only we could confine our theory to the open interval 
inside the right causal diamond......



Non-Bell measurements in CFT?
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Metric of topological black hole
Boundary is hyperbolic CFT R x Hd-1
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Bulk map induces 
boundary map

The hyperbolic CFT is the same as the causal diamond minus its edges. The

edges are developments of the two points at  = 0,⇡. So the hyperbolic CFTs

together should still miss something of the global CFT. However, this is very

much like the Minkowski Rindler discussion but there we saw that on the

Minkowski vacuum a†L, b
†
L, bR act the same upto constants. So at least when the

full state is the global vacuum there should be no ambiguity. We probably will

need another paper to fully clarify this issue but its needs to be written better

here.]

Note that the Rindler-AdS horizons of a wedge intersect the boundary cylinderR⇥Sd�1

in such a way as to make a causal diamond which is the causal development of the half

sphere given by 0 <  < ⇡/2 (for AdS3 the region is the line 0 <  < ⇡). Casini et.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Opening up the boundary of Global AdS we see the causal diamonds bounded by the
intersection of the horizons of the bulk topological black holes. The full boundary is spanned by
global coordinates ⌧ and ✓ while the Rindler coordinates t,� only span one of the causal diamonds.

al. showed in [9] that the causal development of a half sphere for a CFT in a vacuum is

conformally mapped to a thermal state of a CFT on hyperbolic space. Explicitely, the map

tan(⌧) =
sinh(t)

cosh(�)
, tan( ) =

sinh(�)

cosh(t)
(3.8)

takes the vacuum of a CFT living on a half sphere with the metric

ds2 = �dt2 + d 2 + sin2  d⌦2 (3.9)

into a thermal state on the hyperbolic space

ds2 =
2

cosh(2�) + cosh(2t)
(�dt2 + d�2 + sinh2 � d⌦2). (3.10)

This is purely a field theory result but the transformation can be seen as a projection of

the bulk transformation (3.4) and (3.5). The space and time dependent conformal factor

comes from (3.3) and captures the e↵ect of mapping the CFT on constant ⇠ surfaces to

that on constant ⇢ surfaces. Thus the two are equivalent and there is no ambiguity.
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Takes open interval inside sphere on boundary to hyperbolic space
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Takes vacuum state to thermal state (pretty much like Rindler-Minkowski)
[Casini-Huerta-Myers]
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t,� 2 (�1,1)



Non-Bell measurements in CFT?

On boundary should correspond to 
the second point in a two point 
function not making it out
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Hyperbolic CFT naturally captures 
this

Calculations in hyperbolic CFT correspond to non-Bell measurements

CFTs are non-interacting but by construction.
The degrees of freedom keep decreasing with time as seen by 
entanglement entropy at any t>0.
Alice can never make it out because time steps keep decreasing. 
Kind of like Zeno’s paradox 



The diamond of hyperbolic CFT 
captures open intervals (0,π)

Can both hyperbolic CFTs do a Bell measurement

Non-Bell measurements in CFT?

Presence of global CFT contains that 
information, allows tilting the two point 
function
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that on constant ⇢ surfaces. Thus the two are equivalent and there is no ambiguity.
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Assuming the other in TFD some 2-pt 
functions come for free. Correspond to 
both points inside the diamonds

For infall we need one point inside and 
one outside

The hyperbolic CFT is the same as the causal diamond minus its edges. The

edges are developments of the two points at  = 0,⇡. So the hyperbolic CFTs

together should still miss something of the global CFT. However, this is very

much like the Minkowski Rindler discussion but there we saw that on the

Minkowski vacuum a†L, b
†
L, bR act the same upto constants. So at least when the

full state is the global vacuum there should be no ambiguity. We probably will

need another paper to fully clarify this issue but its needs to be written better

here.]

Note that the Rindler-AdS horizons of a wedge intersect the boundary cylinderR⇥Sd�1

in such a way as to make a causal diamond which is the causal development of the half

sphere given by 0 <  < ⇡/2 (for AdS3 the region is the line 0 <  < ⇡). Casini et.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Opening up the boundary of Global AdS we see the causal diamonds bounded by the
intersection of the horizons of the bulk topological black holes. The full boundary is spanned by
global coordinates ⌧ and ✓ while the Rindler coordinates t,� only span one of the causal diamonds.
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comes from (3.3) and captures the e↵ect of mapping the CFT on constant ⇠ surfaces to

that on constant ⇢ surfaces. Thus the two are equivalent and there is no ambiguity.
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The two missing points and more 
general complementary closed interval 
[0,π] (dis-)allows “leakage”.
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Non-Bell measurements in CFT?

Interaction between the degrees of freedom of the two 
CFTs is what is responsible for producing the correct 
entangled state in the first place presumably.

The topological black hole is geodesically incomplete.

Dual statement? Open interval?

There is a smooth completion.

Dual statement?



Summary (only for topological BHs)

There is a dual horizon to the bulk horizon in the global CFT

The amplitude for Alice to meet her cousin (or even fall in) is contained in the 
parent theory.

Lore is that two hyperbolic CFTs are not individually enough to give the 
future and past wedge but together they do. Entanglement produces 
smoothness. [van Raamsdonk]

This is not true. You need the missing points at 0,π

Similar for poincare patch

Screwy data gives firewalls



Conjecture: Eternal AdS is dual to two non-
interacting CFTs in TFD state [Maldacena]

|BHi = 1p
Z

X
e�E/2T |EiL ⌦ |EiR

Eternal AdS black hole

The CFTs are spherical

The claim is entanglement as the TFD state 
produces forward and backward wedge

The CFTs are non-interacting

Not below the deconfinement phase 
transition though!



Infall in the bulk

In the bulk, left moving Alice falling in 
performs a Bell measurement on right 
movers

It is widely believed that such an Alice is 
originally created in the right CFT and then 
falls through. [Marolf-Wall, Maldacena-Susskind]



Alice on one CFT

Can create Alice by hitting one CFT

Such a “wavepacket” can only interact with 
one CFT

Hint = ILeft ⌦ |+, E1ih�, E2|

Such a “wavepacket” can not interact with the other sphere so 
cannot do a Bell measurement

Thus the bulk and boundary do not agree!



Difference from hyperbolic CFT case

CFT defined on open interval

Bulk horizon does not intersect 
hyperbolic CFT but induces “horizon” 
on global CFT

Bulk smooth = CFT smooth

CFT defined on closed interval

QN mode in bulk - decaying 
correlators in CFT

QN mode in bulk - 
quasiperiodic CFT [Maldacena]

Interactions which cause entanglement 
not turned off

Bulk horizon does not intersect 
CFT. No parent theory.

Entanglement causing 
interactions turned off

Bulk smooth, CFT not smooth



Some general comments

If we try to keep the (small) interaction
which causes entanglement

we get a bigger sphere
O(1) modification of the proposal

Some hidden “parent” theory?

Not clear how - quasi periodic CFT so no 
leakage + we think we know CFT

For hyperbolic CFT the interaction which entangled the CFT remains on 
and is responsible for Alice meeting her cousin. For spherical CFTs we 
turn that interaction off.



Some general comments

What about evidences in favor of 
Maldacena’s proposal?

They work for insertion in both CFTs/ spatial 
geodesics

Our claim is inserting Alice on one CFT 
cannot lead to free infall as she cannot 
measure the combined state (no Bell 
measurement)

Inserting Alice on one CFT is important for 
ER=EPR and related ideas

Seems Maldacena’s proposal useful for 
some questions but not for infall.



Conclusions

Motion across horizon is a Bell measurement

Bulk and Boundary Bell measurement for topological black holes - consistent

Bulk Bell measurement but not Boundary Bell measurement for eternal black 
holes

Entanglement of CFT does not imply smoothness

in (3.1) by addition of states in an auxiliary CFT to obtain the pure state

| i = 1qP
i e

� Ei
TH

X
k

e
� Ek

2TH |EkiL ⌦ |EkiR , (3.2)

where the |EkiR denote the energy eigenstates of the original CFT, which we call CFTR,

while |EkiL are the energy eigenstates of an auxiliary CFTL. The subscripts’ interpretation

will become clear shortly. With this we can rewrite (3.1) as

Rh |ÔR| iR ⇡ h |ÔR| i , (3.3)

where we have put a subscript on the operator and the typical state of Equation (3.1) as

well. The expectation value of a coarse-grained operator ÔR in a state | iR can thus be

approximately calculated in state | i that is entangled between two copies of the CFT.

Maldacena has proposed in [57] that the state (3.2) is dual to the eternal AdS black

hole. In [58] Van Raamsdonk has recently taken this notion of entanglement of states of

CFTs further to the entanglement of asymptotically gravitational solutions further stating

his ideas to be very similar to fuzzballs [59]. Each state |Eki of one of CFTs should be dual

to a fuzzball |gki. While the two CFTs are entangled but not connected, their entanglement

results in a description of connected asymptotically AdS solutions. The Penrose diagram of

an eternal AdS black hole can then be understood as an entanglement of fuzzball solutions

|gkiL and |gkiR. This is depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5. The extended AdS Schwarzschild black hole can be understood as the sum over entangled
fuzzball solutions |gkiL and |gkiR.

What are the implications of all this for an observable Ô measured in a typical fuzzball

|giR? From the above discussion we see that we can obtain an approximate answer by

inserting the operator in the eternal AdS Schwarzschild solution as depicted in Figure 6

which is the bulk dual of (3.3).

This is not unexpected for time independent operator which corresponds to an observer

who is at a constant radial location in the bulk. But what can we say about the experience

of an infalling observer which corresponds to a time dependent operator? According to

the proposal the above picture of free infall is still valid as long as the infalling observer

corresponds to a su�ciently coarse-grained measurement. Since outgoing typical quanta

have Killing energy E ⇠ TH , an incoming quantum of such energy will experience the

fine-grained structure of the fuzzball and will thus not evolve in a way describable by infall

in a black hole geometry. An incoming high-energy quantum with Killing energy E � TH ,
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Entangled fuzzballs do not have common forward wedge.
What goes wrong?

What is the dual to an eternal AdS BH ? Nothing
What is the dual to TFD state of two CFTs? Entangled fuzzballs, 
no forward wedge
More than a claim of what does not work.



Future directions

Tunneling can be understood as QN modes [Gamow]

Physically thats early time behavior. 

Seems related to black holes and fuzzballs. Purely ingoing BC 
correspond to pile up at the edge of open interval.
Topological black holes and dual unbounded CFTs have quasi-normal 
modes.  However, global AdS/CFT do not. 

Standing waves if we put a wall.

What is geodesic incompleteness of bulk dual to?
What happens to periodicity of parent CFT upon Rindlerization? 
Some truncation of modes of hyperbolic CFT?


